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Storyago is a photo organizer, and that is it. It is not really a full-featured photo editor, unlike dedicated editors like Photoshop
or Lightroom, for instance. But it is easy to use, lightweight and packed with features that can help even a newbie to organize,

edit and manage their picture collections. Add your favorite pictures to the group, rate, save them, add timestamps, add
descriptions, print them, delete and share them, and that is about it. It is as simple as it can get. If that is not enough, it has a

built-in editor where you can apply a wide range of filters to edit your pictures. And even if it does not match your style, it can
be altered to suite your taste. So, what are you waiting for? Get Storyago now! You can download Storyago for free at the link
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Storyago Crack Photo Manager 1.7 Features: - Organize your photos in user-defined groups, sort them in albums and view them
directly from the applications icon on the Windows desktop or start menu.- Access all of your image files from one basic photo
manager with smooth and intuitive explorer like navigation.- Organize and edit your images with various options and tools (fix
icons, remove metadata, add location, date and comments)- Replace the default Windows picture viewer with a new, modern
and efficient interface.- Edit photos directly from the desktop- The applications photo manager shows you all of your photo

files in one intuitive interface, so you can browse through your photo collection with ease.- Organize photos into albums, view
them and edit your files directly from the application interface- View all of your photo files by date with the Windows

Explorer- Create personal picture albums, sort and filter your photos- Apply various effects to your pictures Allows you to
organize, rate, add timestamp and compare images The application comes with a dashboard interface that makes it easy for you

to navigate to the directories where you store pictures. On a side note, the tool opens the default Picture Folder in Windows,
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which can be quite a nuisance. It would have been nice if the app remembered the last directory opened. As far as the
functionality goes, the app packs several advanced features that allow you to manage images, such as assign rating, fix icon,

delete EXIF info, set a timestamp or edit the tags, for instance. At the same time, the program allows you to organize all images
in dedicated categories, so you can easily find them later on. Comes with an editor that lets you add effects and alter the colors
It is worth mentioning that the application comes with a dedicated editor where you can enhance your recent pictures. Simply
put, you can adjust the RGB schema, brightness, contrast, hue, saturation, gamma or opacity. In addition, you can set various

effects, namely sepia, grayscale or negative and enhance the pictures with sharpen, sketch, oil painting, bumpy, emboss, mosaic
or blur. The app also permits you to make various corrections, like removing unwanted dot, fixing red eyes or improving the

color and brightness. A further noteworthy capability of the app is that it allows you to search for files using various filters like
size, name, type, caption, category, rating, date or location. A straightforward utility for viewing, managing and editing photo

collections Even though it comes with a rather outdated GUI, Storyago 09e8f5149f
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Storyago Crack+ For Windows

Storyago is a free photo organizer, editor and viewer for Windows. It is designed to be a simple and easy to use tool with a
number of powerful features. Storyago is based on a simple file/folder structure that allows you to manage your photos, search
them and easily share them with other users. With Storyago you can view the thumbnails of your photos, edit them, add them to
albums and organize them. You can also create your own albums with photo and text keywords to organize, tag and search your
photos. [wps:plugin=storyago-pro-pro] Storyago is a free photo organizer, editor and viewer for Windows. It is designed to be a
simple and easy to use tool with a number of powerful features. Storyago is based on a simple file/folder structure that allows
you to manage your photos, search them and easily share them with other users. With Storyago you can view the thumbnails of
your photos, edit them, add them to albums and organize them. You can also create your own albums with photo and text
keywords to organize, tag and search your photos. [wps:plugin=storyago-pro-pro] Storyago is a free photo organizer, editor and
viewer for Windows. It is designed to be a simple and easy to use tool with a number of powerful features. Storyago is based on
a simple file/folder structure that allows you to manage your photos, search them and easily share them with other users. With
Storyago you can view the thumbnails of your photos, edit them, add them to albums and organize them. You can also create
your own albums with photo and text keywords to organize, tag and search your photos. [wps:plugin=storyago-pro-pro] Storyago
is a free photo organizer, editor and viewer for Windows. It is designed to be a simple and easy to use tool with a number of
powerful features. Storyago is based on a simple file/folder structure that allows you to manage your photos, search them and
easily share them with other users. With Storyago you can view the thumbnails of your photos, edit them, add them to albums
and organize them. You can also create your own albums with photo and text keywords to organize, tag and search your photos.
[wps:plugin=storyago-pro-pro] Storyago is a free photo organizer, editor and viewer for Windows. It is designed to be a

What's New in the?

Storyago is a simple, yet powerful photo organization and management application that makes it easy to view, edit and manage
your picture collection. It's as easy as that! Dubya Signs Israel’s Nuclear Weapons Supplier License, A green accrossing sign
reads “Welcome to Iran” and “Welcome to Israel.”: The license Israeli’s gave to a notorious Iranian firm to develop uranium
enrichment technology has been signed by the country’s right-wing prime minister, Benjamin Netanyahu, according to a
document obtained by The Washington Post. In a secret letter dated June 2, 2008, Netanyahu approves the deal with the French-
Italian company, Eurodif, to sell Iran technology used to enrich uranium. He calls it a “historic” agreement. Unlike previous
Israeli leaders, he does not set out the conditions under which Israel will permit enrichment by Tehran. The document was first
reported by Shlomo Aronson, a journalist for the Israeli newspaper, Maariv. He said it was obtained during the Israeli military’s
bombing campaign last year in the Gaza Strip that destroyed the Osirak reactor, a nuclear facility in Iraq. Aronson said he had
not spoken with Netanyahu about the deal. The Israeli leader’s approach toward Iran has changed dramatically since 2005, when
he opposed the sanctions imposed by President Bush and the United Nations Security Council. After the sanctions were passed
in the U.N. Security Council, Israel quietly began cooperating with the French-Italian venture to help Iran build its nuclear
weapons capability. Israel has an estimated 200 nuclear warheads and has never confirmed or denied possessing the bombs. In
recent years, Israeli officials have expressed willingness to cooperate with the international nuclear watchdog agency, the
International Atomic Energy Agency, if it were to allow inspectors into Iran. Israel has long sought to maintain its nuclear
monopoly. It has repeatedly pointed to Iran’s nuclear ambitions as a threat to the region. Israel is widely believed to have nuclear
weapons. The agreement with Eurodif began on Oct. 12, 2006, and was executed to protect Israel’s nuclear weapons program,
which has been estimated to have a total of 200 warheads, according to the Congressional Research Service. Eurodif is an Israeli-
French venture that signed a 25-year license with the United Nations, the International Atomic Energy Agency and the French
and Italian governments. It is
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System Requirements:

[*] Mac OS X 10.5.8 (or later) [*] iLife '06 or '07 (iMovie, GarageBand, iWeb) [*] Apple Remote Desktop 3 [*] Scratch's
Remote Server [**] [*] Space Needle [*] Your wacky friends [*] 1GB of free disk space (recommended) [*] Mac: 5MHz
(PIII), 2.5MHz (i686), or 2.0MHz (
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